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Abstract A quantitative energy leakage model was
developed based on the thermography image data
measured for both external and internal building surfaces.
The infrared thermography images of both surfaces of
doors, windows, and walls of an office building in the
Hengqin Campus of University of Macao were taken at
various times in a day for four seasons. The transient heat
flux for sample units were obtained based on measure-
ments of the seasonal transient local temperature differ-
ences and calculations of the effective thermal conductivity
from the multiple-layer porous medium conduction model.
Effects of construction unit types, orientations, and seasons
were quantitatively investigated with unit transient orien-
tation index factors. The corresponding electric energy
consumption was calculated based on the air conditioning
system coefficient of performance of heat pump and
refrigerator cycles for different seasons. The model was
validated by comparing to the electric meter records of
energy consumption of the air conditioning system. The
uncertainties of the predicted total building energy leakage
are about 14.7%, 12.8%, 12.4%, and 15.8% for the four
seasons, respectively. The differences between the pre-
dicted electric consumption and meter values are less than
13.4% and 5.4% for summer and winter, respectively. The
typical daily thermal energy leakage value in winter is the
highest among the four seasons. However, the daily
electric energy consumption by the air conditioning system
in summer and autumn is higher than that in winter. The

present decomposition model for energy leakage is
expected to provide a practical tool for quantitative
analysis of energy leakage of buildings.

Keywords heat conductivity, heat coefficient, heat flux,
infrared thermography, thermal image

1 Introduction

Because of the non-contact nature of radiative heat flux
based temperature measurements, infrared thermography
(IRT) surveys have been applied in temperature measure-
ments in many fields such as electrical device inspection,
manufacture malfunction detection, disease diagnostics
and building surveys [1–3]. Compared to conventional
conduction-based contact measurements, the non-destruc-
tive IRT surveys have become more and more popular in
building surveys and energy audit [4]. There are different
types of building IRT surveys, including heat loss surveys
[5], flat roof surveys [6], flood or moisture surveys [7], and
structure property surveys [8].
Heat loss surveys of buildings can identify the areas of

heat loss, locate the positions of thermal bridge, improve
comfort, and identify energy leaks [5–9]. In the early IRT
surveys on heat loss of buildings, thermal images of the
external surfaces of buildings are taken by the walk-pass
method. The images obtained are compared qualitatively
with historical images to identify the abnormal thermal
energy leakage. Later, walk-through thermography surveys
for internal surfaces are also used [10]. However, both
walk-pass and walk-through IRT surveys are based on
qualitative analysis of thermal images without further
quantitative analysis of heat flux based on the two-side
temperature distributions.
Quantitative evaluation of thermal bridges in buildings

is necessary to satisfy the regulations for energy saving and
environment protection [11]. However, direct image
analysis on the original images of the whole building to
quantify energy leakage is not practical. The reasons are
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three-fold. First, the full scale thermal images from IRT
surveys on external surfaces of the whole building are not
accurate enough for quantitative analysis. This is because
the image size has a great impact on the accuracy of heat
flux calculations. As shown by Martín Ocaña et al. [12], a
scaling of an image to 200% with the same pixel values
may cause an error of temperature measurement up to 2°C,
which would adversely affect the calculation of heat flux.
Second, the thermographic image matching between the
original image and the resulting one for energy calculations
can easily generate errors. The original whole facade
thermography image is a special challenge for thermo-
graphic image matching [13]. Image matching needs
complex algorithms of scaling, rotation, and translation
with many affine deformation parameters such as the tilt
angle, incidence angle, and azimuthal angle. Finally,
calculations of the local heat flux distributions of a
whole building in the image pixel length scale need huge
computational costs.
To quantify the energy leakage with local parameter

effects, a convective heat flux evaluation method has been
developed based on the thermography images taken from
external surfaces of a building [14]. Hypothesized constant
heat convection coefficients and air temperature are used to
estimate convective heat flux. The convective heat flux
obtained is used to present the thermal leakage through the
thermal bridges corresponding to the building construc-
tions [15]. Inversely, the overall heat transfer coefficient for
a piece of building envelope can be estimated [16,17].
However, this type of convective heat flux evaluation
method may suffer from large estimation errors due to the
assumption of constant heat convection coefficient. The
estimation accuracy critically depends on the temperature
difference between outside air and sky, which varies to a
great extent with unpredictable transient weather condi-
tions [18]. Another limitation with this method is the
difficulty in identifying the correct reference convective
airflow temperature in the whole building.
To precisely calculate the local effective thermophysical

properties of building structures, artificial energy sources
have been introduced in the active IRT survey to detect the
structure properties [19–21]. Compared to the passive one,
which only uses natural or normal energy sources, the
active IRT survey has the advantage that under surface
properties of structures can be obtained by the transient
time series analysis. Combined with transient theoretical
analysis methods or multi-dimensional computational
methods, the structure thermal properties can be shown
in two-dimensional and even in three-dimensional formats
by matching the transient predicted with measured results
[22–24]. Despite the high accuracy, the active IRT method
has a critical shortage of huge computational costs as it
requires time-consuming iterations for matching the two or
three dimensional temperature fields in mesh scale to
measured results. Hence, this method is usually used for a

small volume of building materials, at most a piece of
limited size of building element [25].
The building IRT surveys can be grouped based on

survey objectives, image analysis methods, survey surface
positions, and energy sources, which are shown in Fig. 1.
Each type can be further divided into two sub-categories.
The previous studies mainly fall into two streams: the
stream with passive single-side qualitative energy transport
survey, and the stream with active double-side quantitative
structure detection for a small piece of building elements.
The first stream lacks quantitative energy calculations
while the second cannot provide the whole building scale
information. Besides, there is a lack of a model to correlate
the small element quantitative results with the whole
building transient energy leakage with effects of different
construction elements, orientations, and seasons.
The above limitations motivate the present study to build

a more accurate and practical energy leakage model. The
proposed model employs a decomposition approach to
take the effects of different construction unit types,
orientations, and seasons into account. For the sake of
simplicity, it is referred to as the seasonal unit decomposi-
tion model. Based on the decomposition, the proposed
model can accurately calculate both transient local thermal
leakage and global energy leakage. Instead of using one
global whole external surface thermal image, it estimates
the energy leakage based on the transient local heat flux
between the external and internal surfaces of building units
through image analysis on the coordinates matched
temperature distributions of both sides. Challenges of the
present model include the effective decomposition of the
whole building elements into limited types and numbers of
sample units, the accurate transformation of the global and
local coordinates for the external and internal side surface
thermal images, and the simultaneous measurement of
transient pictures in different days and different seasons. In
addition, a large number of data sets have to be analyzed
systematically with accurate computational codes.

2 Decomposition of the building into
construction units

In the present paper, the energy leakage of one office
building in the Hengqin Campus of University of Macao,
China is investigated. Some views of the office building
are shown in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2(a), this building is
a four-floor office building with the top layer partially
covered with shading roofs. The top layer serves as a
natural ventilation sunroom based on the gazebo style
design. Air conditioning systems are installed to maintain
the indoor environment for the closed domain of the four
floors of office rooms. Hence, the closed office domain is
considered as the internal domain of the building. Only the
external surfaces of the closed domain are considered as
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the external thermal energy leakage surfaces. Figure 2(b)
shows thermal images of the underlying building taken by
a thermal image camera to obtain the temperature
distributions. Figure 2(c) shows the horizontal dimensions
of the building as well as the direction orientations. This
office building is located in Macao with a latitude of
22°11′ N and a longitude of 113°32′ E. The analysis can be
used to represent the energy leakage model for a typical
office building in south China.
To obtain accurate results, the full facade thermography

image with the large length scale should not be used
directly for energy calculations. If the whole face picture of
the building is directly used to estimate the energy leakage,
the error will be large due to limitations of the thermal
image resolutions and different distances of different
positions to the camera. For example, in Fig. 2(b), the
external surface of the windows glasses in the west is a
little bit lower than those in the east, due to the differences
in the distance of the windows to the camera. Besides, the
reflection of the south face plate on the right-hand side of
Fig. 2(b) shows a much higher temperature than the
building surface facing east. Instead of analyzing the whole
external facade thermography image, the transient element
scale thermal images are locally captured for each building
construction element unit.
In the present paper, the building construction elements

are divided into three types: the door, window, and wall

units. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the light photos and
surface dimensions for the three units, respectively. Figure
3(c) plots the components and thickness dimensions of the
building structure unit along the primary heat transfer
direction. Now that the top layer serves as a natural
ventilation sunroom, the top layer floor, i.e., the roof of the
fourth-floor office rooms, will be treated as top flat wall
units with equal weights in all orientations.

3 Energy leakage model based on
construction units

The survey in the present paper belongs to passive double-
side quantitative energy transport surveys, which is
different from the existing quantitative building surveys.
Different from one-sided external surface surveys that
require a lot of environmental parameters based on
convection calculations, this survey, based on the conduc-
tion through the building envelope, does not require
environmental airflow parameters. Besides, unlike the
previous quantitative two-side surveys which often
analyzes a small piece of building elements, his survey
will perform a global quantitative double-side survey with
transient image data for various times, seasons, orienta-
tions, and building elements. The present model is
improved by introducing three quantitative calculations.

Fig. 1 Classifications of building IRT surveys based on survey objectives, image analysis methods, survey surface positions, and energy
sources.
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The first is the calculation of local structure properties for
each type of construction units with multiple-layer porous
medium model. The second is the calculation of the local
temperature difference distributions based on precisely
matched local coordinates of both external and internal
surfaces for each type of construction units. The third is the
thermal energy flux seasonal orientation index calculation,
which is based on the analysis of IRT data in all
orientations and seasons.
To quantitatively calculate the energy loss due to the

heat flux between the external and internal surfaces of the

building, the thermal coefficient for each unit should be
calculated first. Then the external and internal surface
temperatures for each sample unit in all directions are
measured, and the corresponding temperature differences
are calculated. The heat flux entering the building through
a similar unit in that direction can be calculated based on
the product of the temperature difference and the effective
thermal resistance of that unit. In this paper, a positive
global heat flux means thermal energy gains from the
environment, while a negative global heat flux means
thermal energy loss to the environment. For the air
conditioning system, positive heat flux represents energy
leakage for refrigerator cycles, and negative heat flux
represents energy leakage for heat pump cycles.
At first, the distributions of the local effective heat

conductivity, thermal resistance, and heat coefficient for
the three types of units are modeled based on series thermal
resistances of multiple porous material layers. For each
porous material layer of each unit shown in Fig. 3(c), the
porous material layer conductivity klayer can be approxi-
mated based on the layer porosity flayer. For each unit in a
two-dimensional local coordinate (shown in Fig. 3), the
effective thermal conductivity on a local position of ke(x, y)
with multiple layers of porous mediums can be obtained as

ke x,yð Þ ¼ 1Xlaymax

layer¼1

Llayerðx,yÞ=Luðx,yÞ
ð1 –flayerÞksolidðx,yÞ þ flayerkairðx,yÞ

,

(1)

where Llayer and Lu are the thickness of that material layer
and the unit on the local coordinate (x, y). Here ksolid and
kair are the heat conductivity for pure solid material and air
encapsulated in pores, respectively. The thermal conduc-
tivity of each material used in the present paper is listed in
Table 1 [26–29]. The corresponding thermal conduction
resistance per unit area and the local heat conduction
coefficient Ue(x, y) can be calculated as

Ue x,yð Þ ¼ 1

Reðx,yÞ
¼ keðx,yÞ

Luðx,yÞ

¼ 1Xlaymax

layer¼1

Llayerðx,yÞ
ð1 –flayerÞksolidðx,yÞ þ flayerkairðx,yÞ

:

(2)

Secondly, the heat flux through local position (x, y) at
time t can be calculated based on the local heat conduction
coefficient and temperature differences between the
internal and external surfaces, given by

_q x,y,tð Þ ¼ ke x,yð ÞΔTðx,y,tÞ
Luðx,yÞ

¼ ΔTðx,y,tÞ
Reðx,yÞ

¼ Ue x,yð ÞΔT x,y,tð Þ, (3)

Fig. 2 The global views of the studied office building.
(a) Light photo for the south east outside view; (b) thermal images from
the south and east outside views; (c) plot of the horizontal dimensions
(m).
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Fig. 3 Photos and dimension samples for three types of units.
(a) Light photos for the three units in form of door (left), window (middle), and wall (right); (b) dimensions of the units (m); (c) dimensions of components
in the thickness direction.
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where the transient temperature differences, ΔT (x, y, t) =
Tex(x, y, t) – Tin(x, y, t), are calculated based on the
matching of local coordinates of external and internal
surfaces. The total heat flux through each unit can be
obtained by

_QuðtÞ ¼ !
ymax

0
!

xmax

0
Ueðx,yÞΔTðx,y,tÞdxdy: (4)

This integration is computed based on the space steps in
the length scale equivalent to the scale of the thermal image
pixel. The total thermal energy leakage during the working
hours [tstart, toff] can be obtained as

Qu,Day ¼ !
toff

tstart
QuðtÞdt: (5)

Note that tstart = 7:30 am and toff = 18:00 pm are selected
as the major working period for the present study based on
the historical record of the power usage in a day. This
choice is also consistent with the power usage record of
Menezes et al. [30]. The electrical power and energy are
calculated by

Pu tð Þ ¼ j _QuðtÞj
COPðTen,tÞηpðtÞ

, (6)

Eu,Day ¼ !
toff

tstart
PuðtÞdt, (7)

where COP(Ten, t) is the transient coefficient of perfor-
mance of the air conditioning system at the environment air
temperature Ten, and hp(t) is the transient efficiency of the
pump system. Note that the COP value in winter is about
one larger than that in summer due to the reversed
operation of heat pumps or refrigerator cycles of the air
conditioning system. The electrical energy consumption
values for winter and summer are different, given the same
temperature difference.
Thirdly, the thermal energy leakage for one unit can be

calculated based on the ratio of the thermal energy leakage
through this unit over the sample unit in sample direction.
The orientation index factor ru,d,k(t) is defined as the ratio
of the unit heat flux to the heat flux through sample unit of
the same type,

ru,d,k tð Þ ¼
_Qu,d,kðtÞ

j _Qu,dN ðtN Þj
, (8)

where d is the direction index, u is the unit type index, and
k is the number index of the same type of units in the same
direction. In this paper, d (d = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) represents the
west, east, north, south, and roof top orientation directions,

respectively. The door, window, wall, and roof units are
represented by u (u = 1, 2, 3, 4), respectively.
Denote dN and tN as the reference direction and time,

which are set as north and 13:30 pm in the present paper.
The absolute value of j _Qu,dN ðtN Þj is selected so that the sign
of index factors can represent thermal flux directions. The
north direction is selected as the reference direction
because the external surfaces facing north get less direct
solar irradiance compared to those facing the other
directions. Hence the heat flux thorough units facing the
north more directly reflects the effects of atmosphere
temperature change. The time 13:30 is selected as the
reference time because the maximum positive heat flux
usually appears at this time, due to the maximum
atmosphere temperature in a day. Besides, the measured
sample units in different orientations have different values
of orientation index factors, compared to the heat flux for
the same unit type in the reference direction (north) and
time (13:30). To simplify the direction factors at different
positions in the same direction, it is assumed that

ru,d,kðtÞ ¼ ru,dðtÞ:
Hence only one orientation index factor is required for

each unit type at each time, defined as

ru,d tð Þ ¼
_Qu,dðtÞ

j _Qu,dN ðtN Þj
: (9)

For the sample unit, the orientation index factor in the
reference direction at the reference time is set to be one for
all unit types, i.e., ru,dN ðtN Þ = 1. Based on the transient
orientation index, the daily averaged orientation index
factor in direction d can be obtained as

ru,d ¼
!

toff

tstart
ru,dðtÞdt

!
toff

tstart
dt

: (10)

In the present paper, rd(t) is obtained by using image
data analysis based on the transient measurement of
sample units in all directions.
Finally, the thermal energy leakage for the whole

building can be obtained by summing up the leakage of
all units in all orientation directions. The whole day heat
flux Qu,d,Day can be obtained by the integration with
respect to time as

Qu,d,Day ¼ Nu,d!
toff

tstart

ru,dðtÞ
ru,dSðtÞ

_Qu,dS tð Þdt, (11)

Table 1 Thermal conductivity of reference materials

Reference material Air Brick Steel Glass Cement-lime Sand-cement Ceramic tile
Perlite

insulation

Conductivity/(W$(m$K)–1) 0.024 0.58 19.0 1.05 0.93 0.9 1.99 0.027
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where Nu,d is the unit number for the type index u in
direction d. When the areas of units are not equal to the
sample unit area, Nu,d can be approximated as

Nu,d ¼
Xkmax

k¼0
Au,d,k=Au,dS . According to Eq. (4), the heat

flux through the whole sample unit indexed by u in the
sample direction ds can be expressed as

_Qu,dSðtÞ ¼ !
ymax

0
!

xmax

0
Ue,uðx,yÞΔTu,dSðx,y,tÞdxdy: (12)

The thermal energy transferred by the sample unit
during the working hours [tstart, toff] can be obtained by
time integration as

Qu,dS,Day ¼ !
toff

tstart

_Qu,dSðtÞdt: (13)

Hence, for the whole building, the whole day thermal
energy leakage can be calculated by

QB,Day ¼
X5

d¼1

X4

u¼1
Nu,d!

toff

tstart

ru,dðtÞ
ru,dSðtÞ

_Qu,dS tð Þdt

�
X5

d¼1

X4

u¼1
Nu,d

rd
rdS

� �
Qu,dS,Day,

(14)

where ru,dSðtÞ ¼ _Qu,dSðtÞ=j _Qu,dN ðtN Þj is defined in Eq. (9).
Considering the air leakage from door and windows, the
thermal energy leakage ratio due to air flow is represented
by ru,al (u ¼ 1,2). Hence, the total thermal energy leakage
can be estimated by

QBall,Day �
X5

d¼1

X4

u¼1
Nu,d

ru,d
ru,dS

� �
Qu,dS,Day

þ
X2

d¼1

X4

u¼1
Nu,d

ru,al
ru,dS

� �
Qu,dS,Day: (15)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (15) refers to
the thermal energy leakage due to conduction, while the
second term refers to the thermal energy leakage due to
convection. In the present energy ratio index model,
sample unit area integration and time integration are
performed. The unit in any type and any direction of the
building are calculated based on the sample unit values
adjusted with unit direction indexes. The present model
reduces the huge numbers of integrations based on the
image pixel scale, but it still includes effects of different
unit thermal properties and different orientations.
The whole day electric energy consumption due to the

thermal energy leakage is

EBall,Day �
X5

d¼1

X4

u¼1
Nu,d

ru,d
ru,dS

� �
Qu,dS,Day þ

X2

d¼1

X4

u¼1
Nu,d

ru,al
ru,dS

� �
Qu,dS,Day

COP T en,Day

� �
ηp,Day

, (16)

where COP T en,Day

� �
and ηp,Day are the time averaged

coefficient of performance of the air conditioning system
and efficiency of the pump system in that day. Similarly,X5

d¼1

X4

u¼1
Nu,d

ru,d
ru,dS

� �
Qu,dS,Day=COP T en,Day

� �
ηp,Day in

Eq. (16) represents the electric energy consumption due to
thermal leakage caused by conduction, and the rest termX2

d¼1

X4

u¼1
Nu,d

ru,al
ru,dS

� �
Qu,dS,Day =COP T en,Day

� �
ηp,Day

represents the electric energy consumption due to thermal
leakage caused by convection.

4 Results

4.1 Thermal property distributions of sample units

The distributions of sample unit effective thermal proper-
ties of heat conductivity ke, thermal resistance Re, and heat
coefficient Ue are plotted in Figs. 4(a) to 4(c), respectively.
The left, middle, and right columns of Fig. 4 show the
thermal properties of a sample unit corresponding to door,
window, and wall, respectively.
From the door unit ke distributions shown in Fig. 4 (a), it

can be observed that the effective heat conductivity of the

major wood board part is less than 0.2 W/(m$K). The ke
of the single layer glass part of the door unit is about
1.0 W/(m$K), which is higher than that of the metal frame
part of 0.4 W/(m$K). From the window unit ke distribu-
tions, it can be seen that the double glass part of the
window unit has a lower ke compared to the metal frame
part. The wall unit has a relatively uniform distributed ke of
about 0.25 W/(m$K).
The heat resistance per unit area of each sample unit

(Fig. 4 (b)) clearly shows the difference of the thermal
property for the three types of units. Note that the overall
heat conduction coefficient Ue is the inverse of Re. As can
be seen from Fig. 4(c), when the temperature difference is
ΔT = 1 K, the heat flux through the single glass part of the
door is as high as 220W/m2, about 190W/m2 through steel
frames, and is less than 30 W/m2 through the board part of
door and double glass of window. The distributions shown
in Fig. 4(c) will be combined with the further measured
temperature difference distributions between external and
internal surfaces for more precise calculations of heat flux
through the building envelope.

4.2 Transient temperature distributions of sample units

With the computational code developed in software
Matlab, the thermal image data are analyzed and plotted
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Fig. 4 Effective thermal conductivity and thermal resistance distributions of the three units.
(a) Effective thermal conductivity; (b) effective thermal resistance; (c) local heat conduction coefficient.
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based on local coordinates starting from the left bottom
corner of the external surface of the units. The measured
temperature distributions of both the external and internal
surfaces for the three construction units at 12:00 on
October 19, 2017 are demonstrated in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b),
respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 5(a) that the
maximum external surface temperatures for the door,
window, and wall units are (37.3�0.5)°C, (27.6�0.5)°C,
and (30.4�0.5)°C, respectively. The corresponding mini-
mum internal surface temperatures of the three units are
about (26.6�0.5)°C, (20.2�0.5)°C, and (25.5�0.5)°C,
respectively.
The distributions of temperature differences are illu-

strated in Fig. 6. The unit averaged temperature differences
for the three units are about (6.4 � 0.7)°C, (4.2 � 0.7)°C,
and (4.4 � 0.7)°C, respectively. The temperature differ-
ences of the door show that the temperature difference is
smaller in the higher conductivity single layer glass part
of the door, which is colored in yellow compared to the
red color dominating the major part of the board of the
door.

During the working period from 7:30 to 18:00 of the
day, the transient temperature difference distributions for
three sample units are plotted in Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 7,
the temperature differences increase in the morning and
decrease in the afternoon, due to the sunrise and sunset
effects. The maximum temperature difference appears at
around 13:30. In addition, the transient temperature
differences of the sample units of the door and the wall
vary over a wider range of time compared to the changes of
the window unit. The reason for this is that the door and
wall units have higher thermal resistances than the window
unit. The transient distributions of temperature differences
obtained is used to calculate the transient sample unit heat
flux in the following section.

4.3 Transient heat flux distributions of sample units

Figure 8 plots the transient heat flux distributions for the
three units during the working period from 7:30 to 18:00 of
the day. As shown in Fig. 8, the transient heat flux values
of the three units also increase and decrease according to

Fig. 5 Contour plots of the outer and inner surface temperatures at noon time of October 19, 2017.
(a) External surface temperature; (b) Internal surface temperature.
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the sunrise and sunset effects, respectively. For each of the
sample unit, the highest heat flux is through the glass parts
of doors and windows. The transient heat flux for a sample
unit calculated based on Eq. (4) is used to represent the
heat flux of that type of unit in the same direction at that
time for further integrations of a whole day unit thermal
energy leakage value.

4.4 Orientation effects on sample unit heat flux distributions

Now that highest heat flux is through the glass parts, the
window units in different orientations are selected to show
the effects of orientation directions. The distributions of
temperature difference and heat flux for the window units
in the four directions on October 19, 2017 are exhibited in
Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. As shown in Fig. 9, the south
orientated glass window unit has the largest temperature
difference at noon, while the west direction oriented glass
window has the largest temperature difference at about
13:30. Moreover, it can be seen from Fig. 9 that the
temperature differences are not only affected by orienta-
tions, but also by the surrounding environmental radia-
tions. The effects of the surrounding environment radiation
are more obvious for the north facing window unit shown
in Fig. 9. The environment radiation may cause the lower
part of the window to get positive heat flux flow into the
building, while the upper part the heat flux flow is from the
building to the outside environment. This may also be due
to the natural convection of the indoor air near the glass
window. Figure 10 shows that only the heat flux
distributions in the north are similar to the temperature
difference distributions. The effect of time on the single
layer glass parts is the highest, which are more obviously
shown in the east and west directions (shown in Fig. 10).
The heat flux distributions are more unevenly distributed
compared to temperature difference distributions. Hence,

the present quantitative heat flux distribution based
analysis method may provide more accurate building
energy leakage surveys compared to direct temperature
image observations. Based on the complex transient heat
flux distributions of Fig. 10, it can also be expected that the
transient energy leakage ratios in the four directions
change with direction and time even in a day period.

4.5 Seasonal effects on sample unit heat flux distributions

In order to show the seasonal thermal energy leakage
patterns, the temperature difference and heat flux distribu-
tions of the three sample units in four seasons are shown in
Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. Seasons not only affect the
heat flux values but also the heat flux flow directions. It is
interesting to observe from Fig. 12 that the heat flux values
in spring are the lowest of all the seasons. In spring, the
temperature difference is smaller than 2°C, as can be seen
from Fig. 11. The transient heat fluxes in spring have both
positive (flow into the building) and negative values (flow
out of the building). In summer, strong positive heat flux
flow are dominating, colored in dark red in Fig. 12. The
heat flux in fall is slightly weaker compared to that in
summer. In winter, the thermal energy flow is dominated
by thermal energy leakage from indoor to outside
environment.
Table 2 quantitatively shows the heat flux through one of

the three types of sample units for the four seasons. The
transient heat flux from different units at various time of a
sampling day are integrated by the area of the sample unit,
which is also provided in Table 2. The integration of the
transient thermal energy transferred for each of the sample
unit for the working period of a day is shown in the last
column. The uncertainties of the unit heat flux are about
10.5%, 15.3% and 14.8% for door, window and wall units,
respectively.

Fig. 6 Contour plots of temperature difference between the external and internal surfaces at noon time of October 19, 2017.
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4.6 Seasonal orientation index factors

To further simply the measurements and calibrations of the
direction index factors, a constant direction index factor for
each direction at each time is expressed as

ru,d tð Þ � rd tð Þ ¼
_QuS,dðtÞ

j _QuS,dN ðtN Þj
, (17)

and

ru,dS tð Þ � rdS tð Þ ¼
_QuS,dSðtÞ

j _QuS,dN ðtN Þj
, (18)

where uS is the sample unit type. For the sake of simplicity,
discussions are limited to the window glass type (uS = 2)
because it is more heavily affected by orientations
comparing to other units. The daily averaged value for

Fig. 7 Transient temperature difference between external and internal surfaces for the three units in October 19, 2017.
(a) t = 07:30; (b) t = 09:00; (c) t = 10:30; (d) t = 12:00; (e) t = 13:30; (f) t = 15:00; (g) t = 16:30; (h) t = 18:00.
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all directions is approximated by

ru,d � rd ¼
!

toff

tstart
rdðtÞdt

!
toff

tstart
dt

: (19)

To calculate the energy leakage of all types of units in all
directions modeled by Eq. (11), the orientation index

factors defined in Eqs. (17) and (18) have to be obtained
first. The previous studies on building heat load showed
that heat loads of windows change substantially with
orientations [31,32]. The orientation index factors are
calculated based on transient heat flux and the scaled unit
areas, and the top roof orientation index factors are equally
weighted by the four directions. The values for all
directions and seasons are listed in Table 3. From

Fig. 8 Transient heat flux between external and internal surfaces for the three units in October 19, 2017.
(a) t = 07:30; (b) t = 09:00; (c) t = 10:30; (d) t = 12:00; (e) t = 13:30; (f) t = 15:00; (g) t = 16:30; (h) t = 18:00.
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Fig. 9 Transient temperature differences between external and internal surfaces of window units in four orientation directions of October 19, 2017.
(a) t = 07:30; (b) t = 09:00; (c) t = 10:30; (d) t = 12:00; (e) t = 13:30; (f) t = 15:00; (g) t = 16:30; (h) t = 18:00.



Fig. 10 Transient heat flux between external and internal surfaces of window units in four orientation directions of October 19, 2017.
(a) t = 07:30; (b) t = 09:00; (c) t = 10:30; (d) t = 12:00; (e) t = 13:30; (f) t = 15:00; (g) t = 16:30; (h) t = 18:00.



Fig. 11 The seasonal change of the temperature differences between the external and internal surfaces of the three units.
(a) Spring (2018-03-06); (b) Summer (2017-07-26); (c) Autumn (2017-10-19); (d) Winter (2018-01-09).
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Fig. 12 The seasonal change of the heat flux between the external and internal surfaces of the three units.
(a) Spring (2018-03-06); (b) Summer (2017-07-26); (c) Autumn (2017-10-19); (d) Winter (2018-01-09).
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Table 3, it can be observed that the orientation index
factors not only change with orientations, but also change
with seasons. Besides, the uncertainties of the index factors
differ with different unit types. Observed from Table 3,
dru,d/rd are about 14.8%, 21.6% and 21.0% for door,
window and wall units, respectively.

4.7 Energy leakage of the whole building

After getting the orientation index, the thermal energy
leakage for each unit type in all directions and the whole
building are then calculated based on Eqs. (11) and (15).
Table 4 lists the total daily energy leakage of the building

Table 2 Thermal energy leakage from one construction unit in a sample day

Season date Unit type ds

_Qu,dS ðtÞ /W Qu,dS ðtÞ /kJ
7:30 9:00 10:30 12:00 13:30 15:00 16:30 18:00 7:30–18:00

Spring
2018/03/06

Door East – 11.1 16.2 25.6 6.2 5.7 4.9 6.2 – 5.9 – 304.0

Window North – 6.3 – 0.7 9.0 12.0 7.6 – 6.5 – 8.2 – 12.4 – 21.0

Wall South – 4.4 6.4 5.6 7.7 6.4 10.7 – 2.6 – 6.6 84.6

Summer
2017/07/26

Door East 115.7 205.5 459.8 200.1 165.0 160.9 156.7 120.7 7918.2

Window North 12.3 21.9 49.0 73.6 69.0 61.4 53.7 40.6 1917.4

Wall South 12.8 22.7 50.8 33.7 27.6 25.4 23.2 17.4 1071.9

Autumn
2017/10/19

Door East 41.6 73.9 165.4 209.3 188.5 93.4 53.7 60.4 4510.0

Window North – 28.1 37.8 44.5 52.3 43.6 42.0 33.6 – 34.2 1202.0

Wall South 1.5 1.7 8.0 19.2 16.3 8.6 4.2 1.9 326.8

Winter
2018/01/09

Door East – 246.7 – 315.4 – 293.9 – 290.6 – 310.1 – 260.6 – 200.9 – 190.5 – 10206.7

Window North – 59.8 – 72.1 – 70.9 – 70.9 – 57.0 – 62.1 – 55.3 – 60.0 – 2419.9

Wall South – 23.1 – 26.4 – 25.7 – 24.1 – 26.4 – 23.7 – 23.4 – 21.6 – 929.1

Table 3 Thermal energy transport orientation index factors

Season Orientation
rdðtÞ

rd7:30 9:00 10:30 12:00 13:30 15:00 16:30 18:00

Spring West – 0.083 – 0.015 0.256 0.530 0.808 1.232 – 0.164 – 0.207 0.358

East – 0.730 1.067 3.369 0.818 0.744 0.642 0.822 – 0.777 0.958

North – 0.835 – 0.086 1.190 1.573 1.000 – 0.852 – 1.078 – 1.635 0.073

South – 0.584 0.837 0.734 1.011 1.672 1.410 – 0.338 – 0.866 0.657

Top – 0.558 0.451 1.387 0.983 1.056 0.608 – 0.189 – 0.871 0.512

Summer West 0.603 1.071 2.397 1.517 2.732 2.707 2.333 1.313 1.959

East 0.839 1.489 3.332 1.450 1.196 1.166 1.136 0.875 1.518

North 0.179 0.318 0.711 1.067 1.000 0.889 0.778 0.588 0.735

South 0.741 1.317 2.945 1.956 1.600 1.471 1.342 1.010 1.644

Top 0.591 1.049 2.346 1.497 1.632 1.558 1.397 0.947 1.464

Autumn West 0.398 0.698 0.862 1.347 1.616 2.313 0.608 0.507 1.128

East 0.503 0.893 1.997 1.264 1.138 0.564 0.324 0.365 0.945

North – 0.645 0.867 1.021 1.200 1.000 0.963 0.771 – 0.785 0.730

South 0.991 1.186 1.672 1.297 1.955 1.734 1.076 0.801 1.402

Top 0.312 0.911 1.388 1.277 1.427 1.393 0.695 0.222 1.051

Winter West – 0.836 – 0.838 – 1.083 – 0.943 – 0.825 – 0.566 – 0.648 – 0.432 – 0.791

East – 0.817 – 1.045 – 0.649 – 0.642 – 0.685 – 0.863 – 0.666 – 0.631 – 0.753

North – 1.050 – 1.265 – 1.245 – 1.244 – 1.000 – 1.090 – 0.970 – 1.052 – 1.124

South – 0.464 – 0.530 – 0.516 – 0.485 – 0.530 – 0.476 – 0.470 – 0.433 – 0.494

Top – 0.792 – 0.919 – 0.873 – 0.828 – 0.760 – 0.749 – 0.688 – 0.637 – 0.790
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Table 4 Total daily energy leakage of the building in the four seasons

Season Orientation Unit
Qu,dS /kJ NdrdQu;dS //kJ QB,Day/kWh

QBall,Day/kWh ÊBall,Day/kWh
7:30 – 18:00 7:30 – 18:00 7:30 – 18:00

Spring West Door 113.4 1248

East Door 304.0 2432

North Door 23.2 116

South Door 208.6 417

West Window 102.7 16432

East Window 275.2 48443

North Window 21.0 4228 111.6 122.0 113.0

South Window 188.8 48714 �16.9 �18.0 �16.6

West Wall 46.0 10313

East Wall 123.4 33932

North Wall 9.4 1858

South Wall 84.6 12020

Top Roof 65.9 221739

Summer West Door 10220.5 112425

East Door 7918.2 63346

North Door 3834.8 19174

South Door 8574.8 17150

West Window 5110.2 817,639

East Window 3959.1 696804

North Window 1917.4 385397 2010.1 2290.1 2120.4

South Window 4287.4 1106149 �259.7 �293.6 �271.9

West Wall 1277.6 286174

East Wall 989.8 273189

North Wall 479.3 94432

South Wall 1071.9 152203

Top Roof 954.6 3213300

Autumn West Door 5383.7 59221

East Door 4510.0 36079

North Door 3482.7 17414

South Door 6693.5 13387

West Window 1858.0 297287

East Window 1556.5 273940

North Window 1202.0 241595 710.8 845.7 783.1

South Window 2310.1 596003 �81.6 �104.7 �96.9

West Wall 262.8 58878

East Wall 220.2 60551

North Wall 170.0 33497

South Wall 326.8 46405

Top Roof 245.0 824558
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in different seasons. From Table 4, it can be seen that the
heat flux through the door unit is larger than that of the
window or wall unit. However, due to the area ratios of
windows and walls, the total thermal energy transferred
through the window and wall units are larger than that
through the door unit. Hence, reducing the thermal leakage
of glass windows is essentially important for energy
saving.
The conductive thermal energy across all units in the

whole building during the working period in a typical day
are (111.6�16.9), (2010.1�259.7), (710.8�81.6), and
(–2190.7�364.8) kWh for the four seasons, respectively.
Based on the approximation of the air leakage of the door
unit r1,al = 50%�10% and the window unit r2,al = 30%�
5%, the thermal energy transfer across all units during the
working period in a typical day are (122.0�18.0),
(2290.1�293.6), (845.7�104.7), and (–2340.7�369.9)
kWh for the four seasons, respectively. The incensement
is about 10% for the whole building energy leakage, due to
the air flow of opening of doors and windows. The
absolute values of the thermal energy leakage are
considerably large in summer. The corresponding electrical
energy consumptions in the four seasons are (113.0�16.6),
(2120.4�271.9), (783.1�96.9), and (1182.2�186.8) kWh,
respectively, given the approximated pump system effi-
ciency of 90%, and air conditioning system COPs of 1.2
and 2.2 for refrigerator cycle and heat pump cycle.
According to the electrical meter records, the real

electrical energy consumption for the air conditioning
system in a whole day (including night time ventilation
consumption) in summer and winter are about 2450 kWh
and 1250 kWh, respectively. Hence, the differences
between the predicted electrical energy consumption and
the meter value for summer and winter are 13.4% and

5.4%, respectively. These electrical records have validated
the present seasonal unit decomposition energy leakage
model. The results also show that although the thermal
energy leakage level is similar in summer and winter
seasons, the consumed electrical energy differs to a great
extent, due to the COP difference of the refrigerator cycle
and the heat pump cycle. The typical daily thermal energy
leakage in winter is the highest, however, the daily air
conditioning consumed electrical energy in summer and
autumn is higher than that in winter, due to the lower COP
of refrigerator cycle compared to the COP of the heat pump
cycle of the air conditioning system.

5 Conclusions

Thermography images of both external and internal
surfaces of an office building are taken simultaneously
by the IRT camera. Besides, the transient local temperature
differences are obtained based on the two-side thermo-
graphy image data analysis with global and local
coordinate transformation. In addition, the local effective
thermal resistance distributions are calculated by using the
porous medium model. Moreover, the transient tempera-
ture difference and heat flux distributions for each type of
units are clearly demonstrated. Furthermore, the effects of
orientations and seasons are indexed by transient orienta-
tion index factors for all directions and four seasons, and
the effects of the air conditioning system COPs due to
different running cycles of refrigerator or heat pump cycles
are also considered.
The results show that the values of the conductive

thermal flux across all units during the working period in a
typical day in the whole building are (111.6�16.9),

(Continued)

Season Orientation Unit
Qu,dS /kJ NdrdQu;dS //kJ QB,Day/kWh

QBall,Day/kWh ÊBall,Day/kWh
7:30 – 18:00 7:30 – 18:00 7:30 – 18:00

Winter West Door – 10718.7 – 117906

East Door – 10206.7 – 81654

North Door – 15223.7 – 76118

South Door – 6689.3 – 13379

West Window – 1703.8 – 272603

East Window – 1622.4 – 285540

North Window – 2419.8 – 486389 – 2190.7 – 2340.7 1182.2

South Window – 1063.3 – 274328 �364.8 �369.9 �186.8

West Wall – 1488.7 – 333466

East Wall – 1417.6 – 389835

North Wall – 2114.4 – 416531

South Wall – 929.1 – 131927

Top Roof – 1487.4 – 5006677
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(2010.1�259.7), (710.8�81.6), and (–2190.7�364.8)
kWh from spring to winter seasons, respectively. With
the approximation of the air leakage, the values including
both conductive and convective thermal flux are (122.0�
18.0), (2290.1�293.6), (845.7�104.7) and (–2340.7�
369.9) kWh for the four seasons, respectively. The
increment is about 10% for the whole building energy
leakage, due to the air flow of opening of doors and
windows. The corresponding electrical energy consump-
tions are (113.0�16.6), (2120.4�271.9), (783.1�96.9),
and (1182.2�186.8) kWh for the four seasons, respec-
tively. The typical daily thermal energy leakage value in
winter is the highest, however, the daily electrical energy
consumption by the air conditioning system in summer and
autumn is higher than that in winter, due to the lower COP
of refrigerator cycle compared to the COP of the heat pump
cycle of the air conditioning system. The results obtained
from the present thermography image analysis agree with
the electrical meter records, with differences less than
13.4% and 5.4% for summer and winter seasons,
respectively. The present model provides a more practical
and precise image analysis methods for the thermal energy
leakage calculations, and it is suitable for applications in
both building historical surveys and new design evalua-
tions.
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